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Pure Cycle Corporation is committed to managing our environmental
impact as an integral part of our water and wastewater operations.
Pure Cycle seeks to protect, preserve, and enhance the quality of our
water supplies, in particular, the Company's water systems. These
systems include wells, reservoirs, transmission lines, treatment
facilities, and storage facilities. Our Company designs its
infrastructure with our natural environment in mind. The Company
seeks to minimize our footprint and where practical, we engineer
protections to our water shed areas. Additionally our wastewater
systems, including our wastewater reclamation facilities, collection
systems, and storage and reuse systems operate to treat our
wastewater using advanced water reclamation facilities. This brings
our treated effluent supplies to a water quality which is sustainable
and safe for reuse in outdoor irrigation systems. 
 
We adhere to the following principles:

We employ management systems and procedures
specifically designed to minimize the use of
hazardous materials, energy, and other natural
resources. Our Company does this to minimize the
generation of waste, recycle, and reuse materials. 

 
We continually seek opportunities to improve our
environmental performance by establishing objectives
and targets, measuring progress, and refining our
process; including but not limited to energy, water,
paper, fuel consumption, and vehicle miles traveled. 

 
We promote participation and communicate our
commitment to responsible environmental
management by promoting environmental
responsibility among our employees; by providing the
necessary training and support to enable them to
implement this policy; by informing suppliers of our
environmental policy and encouraging them to adopt
effective environmental management practices; and
by soliciting input from our employees, suppliers,
customers and board members in meeting our
environmental goals.
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The environment is critical to our success, in fact, it's our product. Sustainability and
protection of the environment is incorporated in numerous places within Pure Cycle
Corporation. Environmental impact and risks are not restricted to our Company’s
immediate operations. These practices are latent in our supply chain, and the policy
applies to Pure Cycle Corporation's suppliers, just as much as it applies directly to the
Company. Here are some of the corporate policies regarding environmental issues.

E N V I R O N M E N T A L  P O L I C Y

Promote environmental awareness among our employees, the public,
and our customers.
Meet or exceed environmental regulations. 
Encourage employees and customers to assume responsibility for the
environment.
Encourage our customers to know, endorse, and comply with Pure
Cycle’s water conservation program.
Meet or exceed all standards for discharge water quality.
Design, maintain, and upgrade as necessary the Company's water and 
 wastewater treatment systems so that our customers have reliable
service and continue to use and reuse our valuable water supplies. 

R E G U L A T I O N / L E G I S L A T I O N  P O L I C Y

Meet or exceed regulatory requirements.
Help shape future direction of regulations and legislation to insure
adequate, safe water for everyone. 
Participate in rule making authorization for aquifer storage and
recovery, and expansion of uses for reclaimed wastewater. 

O P E R A T I N G  O B J E C T I V E S

Provide high quality drinking water meeting all standards for safe
drinking water to preserve the public health, and to furnish reliable
fire protection to property.
Strive to provide high quality wastewater services meeting or
exceeding the standards of the Clean Water Act and other applicable
regulations and laws.
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O U R  E N V I R O N M E N T A L  E F F O R T S  

Pure Cycle Corporation is very active in promoting the reduction in overall per
capita water consumption. Our water operations continue to capture water
throughout the treatment process to recycle and reuse our scarce and valuable
water resources. In fact, Pure Cycle Corporation’s Water Reclamation Plant is a
zero-discharge facility that collects and treats wastewater into reusable water
for outdoor irrigation uses. Water is then refined through the filtration treatment
process so that none of the water is wasted, but rather reused to reduce our
reliance on diverting additional water. Non-potable water is then used for nearly
all non-residential irrigation water demands. 

D E P E N D E N C Y  O N  A  S P E C I F I C

F U E L  S O U R C E

Pure Cycle has several alternate fuel and energy options. The majority
of our energy consumption is electricity received from the local
regulated supplier, Xcel Energy. Xcel meets various criteria for
reducing peak loads and carbon-based emissions and is engaging in
numerous renewable energy projects and programs. Pure Cycle is proud
to support Xcel in their passion for creating a cleaner, greener energy
future. Pure Cycle Corporation continually supports Xcel’s plans for the
future through the rates and charges Xcel administers us. As a
customer of Xcel Energy, Pure Cycle Corporation will continue to
receive service as Xcel transitions to increased usage of renewable
energy sources. Our energy consumption is dependent on the demands
of our customers. Additionally approximately 30% of Pure Cycle's
service trucks use flex fuel to reduce dependence on carbon fuels.
Finally, the company employs solar power on many of its remote scada
systems and meter systems in the field. 
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C O N C E R N S  W I T H  C L I M A T E

C H A N G E

Water availability has direct risks of climate change. These risks could affect
many segments of our economy, which strongly depend on water as a natural
resource. These segments include, agriculture, fishing, forestry, health care,
real estate, and tourism. Some of the effects of climate change on these
industries could be, storms and flooding causing damage to water sheds and
infrastructure, or the increasingly hot, dry summers, due to global warming,
resulting in less precipitation which cause drought. 
 
Pure Cycle Corporation continues to monitor climate change and other
potential impacts on the quality and quantity of our water supplies. Pure Cycle
Corporation’s strategy to combat climate change involves water re-use, water
restrictions, and water conservation incentives. Our wastewater is 100% reused
during the treatment process to eliminate waste of a truly precious resource,
water. We want to ensure as a Company we are using only what we need to
provide our customers with exceptionally clean water in the most sustainable
way possible. We also combat over usage of water by charging our customers
based on how much water they use. This incentivizes our customers to use less
water and align with our principle sustainability motto which is “Use only what
you need”.
 
As a Company, we are building a diversified water portfolio using, surface
water, groundwater, as well as treated effluent water. These efforts are
designed to prevent over-usage and exploitation of Colorado’s limited amount
of fresh water. Pure Cycle Corporation is focused on using and reusing our
water supplies to remain environmentally friendly and resist climate change.
As the State of Colorado focuses on conservation of water, Pure Cycle is
developing additional water storage in the form of aquifer storage and
recovery, to face climate change and increasing global temperatures.
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P A R T I C I P A T E  I N  R E C Y C L I N G  A N D

M E T H O D S  T O  R E D U C E  W A S T E

Pure Cycle Corporation is active in many forms of recycling at all of our
facilities. We recycle water and bio-solids that are by-products of our
production processes. In addition, our Wastewater Reclamation Facility
is a zero-discharge facility, meaning ALL of our water is recycled and
reused. Our water treatment and wastewater reclamation facilities are
designed to purify water for drinking and treat and reclaim wastewater
for outdoor irrigation uses. Pure Cycle Corporation also recycles solid
waste from our wastewater treatment for a bio-fertilizer through
"MetroGrow!", where organic material is blended into compost for
agricultural soil enhancements in farming. In addition to recycling our
water, all employees engage in recycling paper and aluminum in the
office as well as on any sites.

R E D U C T I O N  O F  G R E E N  H O U S E  G A S E S

( G H G )  O R  C A R B O N  E M I S S I O N S

Pure Cycle Corporation strives to reduce power consumption, which
provides benefits to our customers by reducing expenses. This then
reduces our customer’s costs, while at the same time reduces carbon-
based emissions. As a water and wastewater company, we comply with
all requirements to mitigate or reduce greenhouse gas or carbon
emissions. Pure Cycle’s active water conservation efforts have reduced
customer demands, thereby reducing water withdrawal from the
environment. Thanks to this conservation effort by both the Company
and our customers, we only use the water we need. 
 
Pure Cycle Corporation is truly passionate about reducing CO2
emissions and reducing production of greenhouse gasses. Pure Cycle’s
Sky Ranch development project is focusing on building and developing
a new residential community in Denver, Colorado. Due to our
environmental passion, Pure Cycle strives to help decrease GHG
emissions by creating a new project to fill the newly developed Sky
Ranch with trees. We want to plant as many trees as possible in Sky
Ranch in an effort to increase production of oxygen from carbon
dioxide. The trees and other landscaping will also help prevent any
potential soil erosion from storms due to climate change.
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P R O V I D I N G  S O L U T I O N S  T O

B E T T E R  W A S T E W A T E R

M A N A G E M E N T

IMPROVING THE COLORADO WATER QUALITY
SUSTAINABLY
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Like societies at large, Pure Cycle Corporation depends on a healthy environment and the long-term
availability of one of the most important natural resources, water. As a result, Pure Cycle strives to
reduce freshwater consumption as much as possible, especially as water shortages increase in
frequency in many regions of Colorado. Pure Cycle focuses on advanced technologies and treatment
innovation to enhance performance and create optimal recycling opportunities. This not only supports
us in creating sustainable technologies that reduce impact on the environment, it also limits increases
in production costs.

Pure Cycle Corporation in addition to our conservation and water-use reductions, provides
metered water service, through a tiered rate structure to all of our customers so that they are
billed only for the water they use. These rates are important because they can help discourage
excessive water use. If a customer conserves water and reduces their consumption, they will
have a lower bill. Alternately, if a customer uses more water, they will be charged more. This all
goes to promoting conservation of our resource. We also bill wastewater based on water meter
use, which provides the customer an additional incentive to reduce water. Pure Cycle
Corporation also has an existing water budget program and is increasing water tiered rates that
limit water use and discourage high water users. Finally, Pure Cycle's customer notification
program was created to notify our customers when we see excess water use over historical
averages. Another strategy we use involves including graphics showing actual vs expected uses,
in order to make customers more aware of their need to conserve or where they may be
overusing their water. 
 
Pure Cycle Corporation also utilizes system development fees to reduce water usage for new
development. There are various incentives that Pure Cycle attaches to its system development
fee to encourage efficient water use. For example, new homes outfitted with water efficient
fixtures and appliances could receive a discount on their system development fee. Turf grass
replacement is another way customers can be rewarded with a reduction of their system
development fee. Pure Cycle's fee structure reduces a developers tap fee if they substantially
decrease the use of turf grass and limit planting grasses that can survive less than 19 inches of
water per year. These incentives can use between 25 to 50% less water. 
 
Pure Cycle Corporation's system development fee calculator methodology seeks to match the
projected and actual water demands for each lot when setting tap fees, not just tap size.
Schools, restaurants, residences, car washes, and churches all inherently use different amounts
of water, but conservation measures like xeriscaping can reduce projected demand and therefore
the tap fee. Between two restaurants that are otherwise the same, the restaurant installing
WaterSense appliances would pay a lower system development fee
 
Pure Cycle Corporation has invested in keeping our source waters clean. It goes without saying
that a cleaner source water means that less purification is required, which reduces costs, energy
consumption, and chemical usage. Pure Cycle has worked with community partners to protect
and preserve our natural resources.
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C O N S E R V A T I O N  O F

R E S O U R C E S

ONLY USING WHAT WE NEED
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Our Company is incredibly specific about the
amount and weight of water withdrawn from
various sources. We are focused on using
renewable supplies from snowpack or storm
events. We also employ sustainable systems
such as aquifer storage and recovery, and
seek to reuse our supplies reducing
withdrawal from the environment. 

Pure Cycle Corporation is a wholesale water and
wastewater provider. Our Company strives to
protect, preserve, and enhance our water supplies.
Additionally, we engage in an intense water reuse
program to reduce our footprint of water
withdrawal. Our highly treated effluent water
supplies are used for irrigation demands which
decrease total water use.
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A C C O U N T A B I L I T Y

The Colorado Water Conservation Board recommends
that smaller agencies designate an existing staff
person to focus their job functions on conservation
and outreach 

At Pure Cycle we have designated an individual as the "go-to"
person to answer internal as well as external questions about
conservation efforts. This employee also works to improve
customer understanding of conservation. The coordinator utilizes
state and other resources on a regular basis to inform Pure Cycle's
operations. Pure Cycle's designated conservation coordinator is
our Operations Manager.  
 
In addition to the Company's resources, the Company is active in
regional conservation and outreach efforts together with the
South Metropolitan Water Supply Authority which have a number
of conservation programs including; water management tips,
water conservation materials, water ambassador programs, and
other water information materials to inform and help customers
better manage their water consumption. 
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W A T E R  L O S S  C O N T R O L  

PURE CYCLE CORPORATION TAKES LEAK
PREVENTION SERIOUSLY 

Key aspects of a comprehensive Water Loss
Control Program include: thorough tracking of
distribution system information, measuring water
supplied to the system, quantifying billed
authorization consumption, calculating non-
revenue water, and quantifying water losses.  
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Pure Cycle has high standards for its systems' water mains,
pipes, and manhole construction. As outlined in their Rangeview
Metropolitan District Rules & Regulations, design standards
specify the material, size, and fitting specifications, to ensure
that water and sewer mains are leak free. All water pipelines and
manholes are engineered and installed pursuant to the
Company's Design Standards and are inspected prior to back fill.
They are then tested for leakage to prevent water loss and
waste. 
 
Total well production and reclaimed water production represent
the total water produced. Total water production is compared to
total water billed to determine water losses. Pure Cycle monitors
water loss through meter readings. When meter readings do not
match water production, we dispatch an on-site meter technician
to monitor equipment and locate leaks. Pure Cycle Corporation is
passionate about preventing any waste and loss of water from
leaks.
 
Pure Cycle has ensured that all of its facilities have pressure
sustaining systems. This means that all booster pump stations
are equipped with pressure and flow sensors that send an alarm
if excess flow is detected. The alarms are monitored 24/7 and
answered by the operator on duty. This ensures no unnecessary
loss or waste is ever incurred.
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P U B L I C  E D U C A T I O N  O N

C O N S E R V A T I O N  

Water conservation information is
disseminated primarily through Pure Cycle's
Rangeview Metropolitan Districts Rules and
Regulations. However, Pure Cycle continues
its outreach efforts, through information
available online and in print form. Staff
members actively respond to residential and
commercial customers with water use and
billing questions and requests for water
conservation information. Additionally,
under its Colorado Regulation 84 Permit,
Pure Cycle conducts annual training,
education, and authorization of reclaimed
water uses.

S C H O O L  E D U C A T I O N  P R O G R A M S

Pure Cycle is a member of the South Metro
Water Supply Authority (SMWSA), and the
educational resources of the SMWSA are
available to our customers. Education programs
are tailored to elementary through high school
students. The website lists resources and
papers geared toward water topics and
conservation efforts. Our company believes in
the importance of educating everyone on the
importance of sustainability and water
conservation. 
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The power of rebate incentivization.

I N D O O R  E F F I C I E N C Y  

Rebates are one incentive for homeowners and property owners to
switch to water efficient appliances. The State has passed a 2014
“fixtures” law that phases out less-efficient water-using fixtures, and
requires that only WaterSense specified fixtures may be sold in
Colorado.
 
Enforcement and education are important when requiring new
developments to have low-flow showerheads, for example, because
homeowners can move in and change showerheads. Moreover, residents
with low-flow showerheads may end up using the same or more water if
they take longer showers (the ‘rebound effect’).  This is why education
and incentives (like block rate structuring) can make a big difference.
 
A number of providers offer rebates for customers that replace older
toilets and washing machines with new, WaterSense approved
machines.  For example, providers offer its customers a $150 rebate for
installing high-efficiency clothes washer and $125 rebate for installing
a high-efficiency toilet (1.28 gallons per flush or less). 
 
While Pure Cycle does not have authority to make laws, it can be a
proponent of them. One tactic is to encourage older buildings to up
efficiency standards by requiring modifications to be made upon the sale
of the property. 
 
Thanks to legislation and consumer demands, new homes built in
Colorado will already be equipped with basic water efficiency principles.
“Green” buildings that adhere to LEED guidelines can have water savings
as high as 40%. The state has mandates for water as well as building
codes requiring high efficiency fixtures and process equipment. Pure
Cycle wants to ensure that developers involved with the Sky Ranch
development, and others, install the most efficient appliances and
systems. 
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“Education about the long-term cost saving and environmental
benefits as a result of higher water efficient fixture and appliances

may help reduce concerns for purchasers that have to bear the upfront
costs.” 

 
                   -53 Guide
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O U T D O O R  E F F I C I E N C Y  

LANDSCAPES AND IRRIGATION 

"Improving the efficiency of water use on urban landscapes
is perhaps the single most important urban water
conservation effort that can be made in Colorado"

 -CWWB

Awareness and conservation have contributed to the average residential customer in Denver
using 50% of their water for outdoor use (12% toilet, 11% shower, %9 clothes washer, 8%
faucet, 5% leaks, 1% dishwasher). Outdoor conservation efforts are a central focal point for
Pure Cycle's Plan. We work closely with our large institutions with significant irrigated and
turf areas, such as the Ridge View Academy Charter School. We work with them on water
conservation and turf monitoring to ensure the right amount of water is being used.
Working with customers on water efficient maintenance practices is as important, as
working with future developers and landowners on water-efficient landscaping.
 
Pure Cycle Corporation is adopting ideas similar to high-development Districts in the sense
that we are providing outreach, guidelines, and enforcement of water-efficient landscape
maintenance. Efforts such as a “regular maintenance schedule” in accordance with irrigation
design standards be submitted to the Company. The maintenance schedule includes weekly
or biweekly review of the system. 
 
Our Company also strongly encourages proper maintenance because it can go a long way to
reduce watering needs and help customers conserve water. We explain to our customers
that simple steps like removing dead or dying plants reduce competition with healthy
plants for available water. Replacing mulch in areas where it has washed away, is another
practical tip.
 
E-T (evapotranspiration) controllers help large-scale users maximize an efficient use of
water for landscaping. These tools integrate weather satellite data and detailed information
about the environment and water needs. Pure Cycle's large commercial customers are
equipped with E-T Controllers. All commercial properties are required to have rain sensors
as well. All irrigation controllers are required to have battery backup or be unaffected by a
power interruption and be secured to prevent tampering.
 
Irrigation design and water use requirements will continue as a performance standard. All
irrigation system designs must be submitted for review and approval prior to the issuance
of an irrigation tap for non-single family residential properties and inspected after
installation. Built Green Colorado recommends outdoor landscapes designed on a water
budget with a maximum of 15 gallons per square foot per year and our company stands
with their recommendation. 
 
Many water districts, particularly in the arid west seek to manage peak irrigation demands
by prohibiting outdoor watering on select days or times of day. For example, allowing
customers to undertake outdoor watering three days per week and prohibiting watering
between the hours of 10 am and 6 pm. Watering during the day is not conservation-friendly,
as evaporation exasperates water demand. Pure Cycle has adopted designated watering
days ion order to maximize every drop of water that is used for irrigation. 
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W A T E R  R E U S E  S Y S T E M S

NON-POTABLE IRRIGATION SYSTEM

As part of Pure Cycle's overall water management
and conservation program, the Company has
implemented full reuse of its reclaimed water.
Our customer's current irrigation and non-potable
demands far exceed its potable water demands.
The irrigation/non-potable system includes
pumping of treated effluent from its onsite WWTF
to an approximately 50 acre foot storage
reservoir to serve irrigation/ non-potable needs
for all of our customers. We are currently adding
another storage reservoir of roughly 30 acre feet
in size. Reuse water can be supplemented with
well water if needed to meet the current
irrigation demands. At full build-out, the
irrigation demand will be met 100% with
reclaimed water.
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